Cynicism, Peter Sloterdijk has suggested, is one of the fundamental categories of modern existence. But what is cynicism? Sloterdijk defines it as "enlightened false consciousness," an intentionally paradoxical term which requires explanation.² Sloterdijk's definition has two fundamental constituent parts, "enlightenment" and "false consciousness." Historically, "false consciousness" is a Marxist term and refers specifically to the proletariat's failure to recognize its own best interests. When workers themselves support an oppressive capitalist government that exploits them, that is false consciousness. The best example is, of course, workers' support for the Nazi Party during the tempestuous final years of the first German republic. In the classic Marxist sense, developed most fully by the young Georg Lukács of History and Class Consciousness and the Antonio Gramsci of the Prison Notebooks, the bourgeoisie exercises ideological hegemony over the proletariat.³ It seeks to prevent the working class from understanding and seeing through its real situation in society. In the Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx had famously declared that as a result of capitalist economic upheaval, "man is at last compelled to face with sober senses his real conditions of life and his relations with his kind."⁴ The rulers, of course, want to avoid such sobriety. When, over the course of various failed revolutions, it became clear that in fact a majority of workers did not...

---


support the Communists and preferred evolutionary, incremental change instead, leftists needed a theory to explain the workers’ stubborn conservatism. Georg Lukács’s theory of false consciousness and Antonio Gramsci’s theory of ideological hegemony fit the bill nicely. Both theories suggested that a large part of the power exercised over the working class was ideological rather than military. The owners of the means of production, in other words, had discovered that ideological suasion was far more effective in the perpetuation of their own rule than coercion. Armies and police forces were useful in putting down insurrections, but it was preferable if insurrections never took place at all. If workers came, falsely, to identify their own interests with those of the ruling class, then revolution was an impossibility. Hence, political activists had a mission to expose ideologies, superstitions, and fixed ideas that kept people in their place. Once the old ideologies stood in the naked light of class interest, nothing could come between the people and revolutionary action, between theory and practice. Explain to people the way things really are, and they will behave as they ought to behave: in their own self interest, not in the interest of the ruling class.

Yet “false consciousness” is only one part of Sloterdijk’s definition of cynicism. The other part is “enlightened.” The combination of these two terms seems to be a contradiction in terms, since “false consciousness” is false precisely because it is not enlightened. An enlightened false consciousness is no longer a false consciousness. In Lukács’s and Gramsci’s theory, the workers behave incorrectly because they do not know any better. If they knew better, they would act in their own self interest. Sloterdijk’s definition is a product of post-1968, post-New Left German leftist disillusionment. It is working class theory without the working class. What Sloterdijk is getting at is that the workers do know better, that in fact everyone knows better. In other words, there is no point in trying to educate or agitate people, to bring them the facts so that they will behave in their own best interests. They already know the facts. Modernity, Sloterdijk suggests, is already enlightened. People know what the right thing to do is, and they still do not do it. They know, for instance, that they should not be driving cars which pollute the environment or eating hamburgers made from slaughtered cattle or drinking coffee from Latin American dictatorships or eating bananas from the Dominican Republic, but they do all these things anyway. That is cynicism, according to Sloterdijk. Sloterdijk adds that the great historical example of a cynical society was Germany in the Weimar Republic. Why was the Weimar Republic cynical, according to Sloterdijk? Because everybody knew that catastrophe of some sort was preprogrammed, that they were dancing on the edge of a volcano, but no one did anything about it. As a paradigmatic example of Weimar cynicism, Sloterdijk cites the financial journalist Malmy in Erich Kästner’s novel Fabian. Malmy knows that the German economy is on the brink of collapse, but nevertheless he supports the government’s disastrous economic policies. Malmy declares, “I am lying.... But at least I know I’m lying. I know that the system is wrong. In the economy, even a blind man can see that. But I serve the false system with everything I’ve got.” This is enlightened false consciousness. Malmy knows that what he is doing is absurd and harmful, but he does it anyway. Strictly speaking, “enlightened false consciousness” is not defined by lack of knowledge but rather by lack of action. Cynicism is theory without practice. The cynical person is the smart person who fails to act on his or her smartness. Cynicism is enlightenment minus courage and morality. The cynic believes nothing can be done about an already bad situation and looks out for number one.

Sloterdijk defines sexual cynicism as one of the major forms that cynicism can take in the modern world. In suggesting this, Sloterdijk is following the Frankfurt School masters Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno, who had devoted an entire chapter of the Dialectic of Enlightenment to the decay of morality, especially sexual morality.\(^5\) The basic problem that Horkheimer and Adorno had identified in their famous study was once again the problem of tacking traditional morality. If the Enlightenment got rid of God, the church, moral dogma, and all the various ideologies that used to keep people in their place, what, then, would keep people in their place? What would keep people from lying, cheating, stealing, even murdering, if they wished to do so? Enlightenment wanted to “free” people from religion. “But this liberation went further than its humane proponents had intended,” suggested Horkheimer and Adorno. It resulted in what they called the “organized anarchy” of advanced capitalism that is the teleology of modern capitalist society: the doomed city of Mahagonny, in which the same freedom in which “there’s nothing we may not do and where “Don’ts are not permitted” also enslaves one and ultimately destroy one.\(^6\)

An attempt at schematization is in order. Enlightenment is supposed to follow a specific pattern: A) There is an inhumane ideology, for instance the Christian religion, which helps to dominate and oppress people. B) That inhumane ideology is exposed and eliminated, for instance by burning churches or executing priests, or simply by ignoring its precepts in such a way that, as Nietzsche had suggested, God “dies.” C) In the place of the old, inhumane ideology, comes a new, humane, enlightened morality in which people recognize their own best interests and are kind and good not because God or the Pope or the King tells them to be so but because they see that being kind and good is the rational, the right thing to do. Cynicism follows steps A and B, but not step C. It eliminates the old ideology, but it puts nothing in its place. It paves the way not for enlightened humanity but for nihilism and violence.
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Weimar Sexual Cynicism

In sexual cynicism, the old, inhumane ideology which had helped to dominate and oppress people in step A was the ideology of love. This ideology idealized the beloved woman, but by putting her on a pedestal it also rendered her powerless. Historically, the ideology of love progressed through various stages of acceptance and disillusionment. With reference to the worship of the beloved person in the ideology of love, Horkheimer and Adorno write that the excessive nature of romantic idealism made cynicism inevitable, guaranteeing a dialectic of illusion and disillusionment, madonna and whore:

When feelings are raised to the level of ideology, the scorn with which they are treated in the real world is not eliminated. Compared to the starry heavens into which ideology transports them, real feelings always seem too vulgar. This discrepancy only contributes to the banishment of feeling. The elimination of feelings was already implicit in the formalization of reason.9

Horkheimer and Adorno are careful to underscore the fundamental nature of sexual cynicism. If, as Freud had suggested in Civilization and its Discontents, Eros was the primary force for the creation of society, the force that bonded people together, then it was not just another ideology.10 Rather, it was the fundamental force at work in all societies. Nevertheless, Freud had insisted that while love was the necessary prime force in social organization, it was by no means sufficient. While society needed Eros to bring people into communities, it also needed a countervailing force for the society itself to be productive, since Eros, unhindered, would lead people simply to sleep and make love and stare longingly into each other’s eyes all day long. There had to be a force to counteract Eros. Hence Freud had already sketched out a place for sexual cynicism, not just in the Central Europe of the 1920s, but in all periods and places of human history. Horkheimer and Adorno followed Freud’s lead. They saw that the all-too romantic Odysseus had to leave Calypso and Circe behind in order to become a productive bourgeois individual. Enlightened man — and Horkheimer and Adorno really did mean man, not woman here — puts shackles on his feelings, ties himself to the mast in the name of progress.

At the height of the feudal era in the Middle Ages, the ideology of love is expressed in the love songs of the troubadours and the Minnesinger; Cervantes’ Don Quixote represents the first, gentle attack on that ideology by one of its representatives, while the novels of the Marquis de Sade express the final mocking of the ideology at the hands of the aristocracy itself. At its height, the aristocracy, like Don Quixote, upholds the sacredness and uniqueness of love; at the moment of its decline, it succumbs to a decadence and cynicism that make Dulcinea look like the pure virgin Quixote had mistaken her for. Likewise for the bourgeoisie. It begins its ascent to class power by attacking the sexual decadence of the aristocracy — in plays like Lessing’s Emilia Galotti and novels like Richardson’s Pamela — and upholding an ideal of marriage based on pure, true love. Around the beginning of the twentieth century, in the art and poetry of the Central European Jugendstil, the ideology of romantic love experiences a powerful renaissance expressed memorably, for instance, in Rudolf G. Binding’s poem “Love,” or in paintings like “The Kiss” by Gustav Klimt. And in the utopian visions of expressionism, the concept of love becomes a universal ideal. But by the end of the First World War, and with the decline of expressionist utopianism, the most advanced bourgeois thinkers, like the declining aristocracy before them, rejected the ideology of love as hypocritical nonsense.

Horkheimer and Adorno explain this rejection as partly the result of economic changes which marginalized the family, formerly the center of social and economic structure.11 The ideology of love had served to support and guarantee the dominance of the bourgeois family. By the beginning of the Weimar Republic, however, “the family is dying out,” as one woman in Erich Kästner’s novel Fabian suggests.12 Since the bourgeois family no longer played a crucial role in the economic structure, the ideology of love was no longer necessary. In other words, Weimar sexual cynicism was closely connected to the disintegration of the family as not just a social but also an economic unit:

Under the aegis of heavy industry, love was eliminated. The decay of the small property owners, the decline of the free economic subject affects the family: it is no longer the previously famed kernel of society, because it no longer forms the basis of bourgeois economic existence. Children no longer grow up with the family as their life horizon, the independence of the father disappears and with it resistance to his authority. Previously subordination in the family home sparked in girls the passion which seemed to lead them into freedom, even if they found freedom neither in marriage nor anywhere else. Once girls have a chance at a job, they are barred from love. The more generalized becomes modern industry’s demand that everyone bow down to it completely, the more everyone ... becomes a little expert, an existence forced to look out only for number one.13

Horkheimer and Adorno add that the disintegration of the family unit and the spread of sexual cynicism result also in a war between the sexes. Sexual cynicism is frequently expressed as a debunking not only of love, but also of women, with whom the ideology of love had been associated. The woman who is no longer rendered powerless on a pedestal as an object of adoration is now rendered powerless as a sex object. The liberation from the ideology of love reveals itself as enslavement to an ideology of sex. If Horkheimer and Adorno are correct in their analysis of modern sexual morality, then we can expect the cultural production of the Weimar Republic, as the first truly “modern” period in
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German history, to reflect a) the disintegration of the family unit; b) the increasing isolation of the individual economic subject, whether male or female; and c) a sexual cynicism intimately connected with the first two developments and resulting d) in an ideology of hatred toward women. If Klaus Theweleit’s exhaustive studies have shown nothing else, they have shown that hatred toward women was widespread in the culture of the Weimar Republic.

The best example of this kind of modernist, enlightened hatred of women is the Italian futurist Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, who had already declared war on women before the outbreak of the First World War. Marinetti explained his “scorn for women” in a tract entitled, tellingly enough, “Against Amore and Parliamentarianism.” Marinetti equated love and parliamentary democracy as similarly effeminizing silliness. In this tract, Marinetti associated women with the entire romantic culture of the nineteenth century bourgeoisie, asserting that amore — love — was nothing but the invention of poets. “We are convinced that Amore — sentimentality and lechery — is the least natural thing in the world. There is nothing natural and important except coitus, whose purpose is the futurism of the species.”

Significantly, the rejection of all forms of romantic ideology went along with the rejection of women themselves, since for male avant-gardists the ideology of love was specifically female and effeminate:

We scorn woman conceived as the sole ideal, the divine reservoir of Amore, the woman-poison, woman the magic trinket, the fragile woman, obsessing and fatal, whose voice, heavy with destiny, and whose dreaming tresses reach out and mingle with the foliage of forests drenched in moonshine.

Marinetti presents himself as the opponent of a powerful and oppressive ideology. He refuses to endow the procreative act with a romantic, obfuscatory ideology, and he insists on seeing it as merely useful and necessary, not as the ultimate goal of or even a prime signifier in human life: “The carnal life,” he declares, “will be reduced to the conservation of the species, and that will be so much gain for the growing stature of man.” For Marinetti, writing shortly after the end of the First World War, “Sentiment is the typical virtue of vegetables,” and “family feeling is an inferior sentiment.”

Marinetti’s Italian futurist sentiments are echoed by German avant-gardists as well, and powerfully reinforced by the experience of the First World War, in which the estrangement between front line troops and the “home front” is expressed to a large extent as an estrangement between male soldiers and female civilians, or, more specifically, between male sons, husbands, and boyfriends, and the mothers, wives, and girlfriends whom they blame a) for having suffocated them before the war began; b) for having allowed them to escape such suffocation by going off to the war; c) for not having supported them or understood them sufficiently in their new role as soldiers; d) for having betrayed them emotionally or sexually; e) for not fighting in the war themselves; f) for having contributed to the war’s loss; and g) for contributing to the feminization of German society. In German veterans’ eyes, women just could not win. German theorists like Hans Blüher, whose book The Role of Eroticism in Male Society was a classic youth movement treatise, suggested that women, while necessary for the preservation of the species, were not the true bearers of human culture. Blüher distinguished between culturally and intellectually seminal “male society,” and “female society,” seminal only biologically but barren in all other respects.

The bureaucratic organization and regimentation of sexuality during the First World War, intentionally carried out by the German High Command in order to maximize fighting efficiency and minimize the risk of sexually-transmitted diseases, made romantic love one of the casualties. One of the chief fruits of the High Command’s labors were brothels organized and run by the military, with separate brothels for officers and enlisted men. In these brothels, everything had its fixed price. The military ran these brothels in a completely unromantic, objective, no-nonsense way. Just as it sought to provide soldiers with food and clothing, so too it sought to provide them with sex. Literary memoirs of the war testify amply to the bureaucratization and mechanization of sex in wartime. This mechanization, together with the killing or wounding of over seven million men at the front, the entry of women into the job market, mass unemployment, and the growth of mass culture after the war was over went a long way toward further deconstructing any romantic ideology. As Bertolt Brecht remarked, “the realm of eroticism is exhausted in bourgeois society. Literature gives evidence of this exhaustion by showing us that sex no longer has any associations” to higher ideals. One male character from a left-wing war novel, Four Infantrymen, by Ernst Johanssen, echoes Marinetti’s words in the German context. The chief character in this novel is an educated soldier, a university student who, though he has a girlfriend at home, has learned at the front what he could never have learned at the university, and what his girlfriend, naïve thing, will never be
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of donkeys act as if they were in paradise when their angel gracefully deigns to take the horizontal position." 25 Sex here is mechanized and has become a function. It has nothing to do with love or with any of the other romantic bourgeois myths created around it over the course of several centuries. 26 The act here is described in purely physical, geometrical terms: "the horizontal position." Anyone who thinks that love is something beyond this is a "donkey." Horkheimer and Adorno write that modern sexual cynicism is characterized by the decoupling of sex from love, mechanical motion from human affection. This decoupling is viewed as progress. "The dissociation [between love and sex], which mechanizes lust and transforms romantic longing into a con game, is a lethal attack on love itself. 27

The Neue Sachlichkeit of the Weimar Republic was seen by its proponents as a return to what Warren G. Harding, in the United States, called "normalcy" after the revolutionary, romantic, erotic, idealistic, and utopian hopes and longings of the war and the immediate postwar period. All utopian and idealistic longing was viewed as immature and childish, and the truly realistic course was the renunciation of idealism and the acceptance of the unremarkable, boring, ordinary, quotidian existence of life in an expanding, rationalizing capitalist society. This was supposed to be the end of ideology. One was disillusioned, cynical, unemotional. One had had enough of grand projects to change the world. As one of the central constituents of utopian thinking and a foundation of prewar ideology, love had to go.

Sexual cynicism in Weimar is intimately connected to other cynicisms, particularly political cynicism. As Freud suggested, the family and society are mirror images of each other. Ontogeny repeats phylogeny. The woman of questionable character to whom one comes back after the war is also Germany herself. She has betrayed one, left one out in the cold, stabbed one in the back, and is, in fact, when it comes right down to it, a whore. She is no longer the beautiful virgin one went to war and risked one's life for in the idealistic days of 1914. Nevertheless, Germany is one's own. One wants to do the right thing by her. Therefore one becomes a Vernunftrepublikaner — a Republican of Reason, not of love. Love in all its forms is disintegrating: love for one's country as well as love for the opposite sex, the family, and God.

The prostitute becomes one of many symbols of female sexuality in the Weimar Republic. 28 She is, after all, the first career woman. The prostitute is the woman who is already integrated into a market economy. She knows that everything has its price. And most important, she knows that love is a romantic

---
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illusion and a danger to her economic success. For her, love is not an ideal, but a commodity. As the prostitutes of Mahagonny sing, “We are the cuties of Mahagonny: By paying well, you’ll get whatever you like.” The men waiting in line know that time is money, and so they try to get their business done as quickly as possible. The prostitute becomes a symbol for Weimar woman in general, now thrown from the protection of the patriarchal family unit and forced to sell herself on the open market.

Bertolt Brecht’s plays throughout the Weimar period, from Baal through the Threepenny Opera, give ample evidence of sexual cynicism. Love as a romantic idealization of an adored person is hard to find in Brecht’s plays. Baal is the vitalistic sex god immune to weak human attachments, the city Mahagonny is the city where everything, including every sexual perversion, is allowed, and Mack the Knife, that friendly rapist, murderer, and thief, ridicules the very institution of marriage by entertaining several wives and making a mockery of the marriage ceremony itself. He “marries” Polly in a warehouse full of stolen goods, and the officiating preacher is scared witless by Mack’s lawless brutality. Mack’s one failing is not his romantic attachment to women but rather his insatiable need for sex, what is described in one song as “Sexual Bondage.” The great Mack is a slave not to love but to sex. Andreas Kragler, the veteran hero of Brecht’s Drums in the Night, becomes for Brecht the embodiment of Weimar sobriety and Weimar sexual morality. Kragler returns home after four years to find his girlfriend pregnant by and celebrating her engagement to a man for whom she feels no love—all to the tune of a popular song called “I Pray to the Power of Love.” “You are a whore!” Kragler tells his girlfriend Anna, adding to his friends,

One ought to beat her, beat her, beat her! Throw stones at her, throw trash at her! We ought to destroy your little tummy, you shameless hussy! Aren’t you in heat? Does the little bundle of joy feel good in your belly? Shameless hussy!

But venting his feelings apparently makes Kragler reconsider. After all, his girlfriend is a wealthy heiress, and he has no money; so he betrays the political revolution which, in his misery, he had helped to start, flees the vengeance of the reaction, and announces to his comrades: “I am a swine, and this swine is going home” (“Ich bin ein Schwein, und das Schwein geht heim”). For Brecht
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his soul is not an illusion at all but true, it is too late. The tormented woman has committed suicide.

Hinkemann is a kind of romantic Rip van Winkle, a traveler from the prewar era lost in the sober, loveless objectivity of the Weimar Republic. He has a time traveler companion in Ernst Toller’s classic depiction of the lifestyle of Neue Sachlichkeit, Hooray, We’re Alive! Although he possesses functioning masculine sex organs, this play’s hero, Karl Thomas, is just as lost without love as Hinkemann had been. A refugee from the revolutionary, expressionist era in which one fought hard, loved deeply, and made the revolution for a better world, Karl Thomas cannot get used to a world devoid of love, revolution, and belief. Emerging from eight years in jail, he finds himself in the middle of so-called “relative economic stabilization” in the year 1927, the height of Neue Sachlichkeit. He sings mournfully, “I’ve lost track of the world/The world has lost track of me.” In this sober, objective era, all ideologies and dreams of a better world have been unmasked. All utopias are dead, including the utopia of love. What remains is technology and engineering. When Karl Thomas meets Eva Berg, his old lover and fellow revolutionary, he wants to give himself to her completely, to worship her as her lover, but he finds that she has changed fundamentally. “You shall be my tomorrow and my dream of the future. It’s you, you I want, and nothing else,” he declares expressionistically to her. But she, all Neue Sachlichkeit, replies

Eva: I have to be alone. Please understand me.
Karl: Don’t you belong to me?
Eva: Belong? That word is dead. No one belongs to anyone else.
Karl: Forgive me, I chose the wrong word. Aren’t I your lover?
Eva: You mean because I’ve slept with you?
Karl: Doesn’t that bind us together?
Eva: Exchanging glances with a stranger on a windy street can bind me closer than any night of passion. A night of passion doesn’t need to be anything more than a very pretty game.

“Is anything holy for you?” asks Karl. “Why use mystical words for human things?” she replies, adding: “I notice, when I speak to you, that the last eight years, in which you were ‘buried,’ have changed us more than a century would usually.” When Karl tells Eva that during his eight years in prison the fire of idealism has died in Germany, she replies that it is not completely dead, but rather less dramatic, less emotional, more objective. She explains that if humanity is to reach its sober, enlightened goals it has to get rid of all romantic illusions and delusions. “We can’t afford to be children any more,” she says. One has to be a realist about politics, economics, and love. Eva, who works a full-time job at a chemical factory, and belongs to her trade union and to the SPD, now has two children by another man. These children, astounded by Karl’s revolutionary romanticism, cannot believe that he was stupid enough to want to create a world governed by brotherly love.

Fritz: And were you stupid enough to think you could win?
Grete: Yea, you were really stupid.
Karl Thomas: (stares at them) What are you saying?
Fritz: You were stupid.
Grete: Really stupid.

Just like the little boy pimping for his sister in Hinkemann, these are sober children without any illusions. It is the older Karl Thomas, still stuck in history, revolution, and love, who is the child.

Fritz Lang’s classic film Metropolis clearly shows the links between sexual cynicism and all other forms of Weimar cynicism. In Metropolis illusion and cynicism are embodied by the real Mary, full of love and goodness, and the counterfeit, cynical Mary, a man-made sex machine consisting of metal and electronic circuits. The real Mary represents not just real love but also real religion and real concern for workers’ well-being. The cynical Mary represents not love but sex, which she uses to ensnare men, wreak havoc in the city, and destroy children. Significantly, our own self-creating rock star of the Reagan-Bush era, Madonna, used the cynical Mary as her role model of self-expression in the video version of her hit “Express Yourself.” But Madonna did not stay to the end of Metropolis. The final scene of Metropolis represents a triumph of real love over cynicism — where else but at the gate of the cathedral? Metropolis is an expression not just of Weimar cynicism but of Weimar discomfort with cynicism, with the Weimar longing for an overcoming of cynicism and for wholeness — for the heart to mediate between the head and the hand. Between cynicism and stupidity, the emotionally and spiritually deprived long for a Third Reich of romantic love and economic harmony.

A listing of important expressions of sexual cynicism in the literature, film, art, and music of the Weimar Republic could go on indefinitely. But it is my intention here to raise out implications, not to create an exhaustive catalogue. In order to get a female viewpoint on sexual cynicism, however, I would like to mention in slightly more detail Irmgard Keun’s Gilgi — One of Us. Gilgi is the young 1920s career girl for whom, as Horkheimer and Adorno suggest, love has become impossible. Keun’s novel demonstrates at some length precisely why love has become impossible: because love is at odds with the structure of advanced capitalism, which requires everyone to work outside the home.
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Gigli cannot hold down a job and be an independent economic unit at the same time that she is head over heels in love with a man. Love simply is not practical from an economic viewpoint. Gigli has learned to use sex to get ahead in life, but she also knows that she can not let it get control of her. The novel shows Gigli’s complete rejection of her own family, as well as the impossibility of the traditional family unit under the economic conditions of the German 1920s. In one particularly brutal scene, a former lover of Gigli’s kills himself, his wife, and his children because he cannot support them. Alone, he could survive, but saddled with a family he is doomed. Gigli learns this lesson well. At the beginning of the novel “she has her tiny life tightly in her hand,” in the middle of the novel she is derailed by love, and by the end of the novel she has become her own woman again and is literally on the train again to a career of her own, as well as to personal loneliness.43 At the end of the novel Gigli turns her back on unrealistic, romantic love and sets off for Berlin, there to make her way on her own. Gigli is the literary embodiment of the growing female secretarial class whose culture and increasing importance Siegfried Kracauer examined in his study The White Collar Employees,44 and whose thwarted emotional needs are funneled into what Horkheimer and Adorno called the “culture industry.” Where love fails as a great, lived emotion and experience of commitment between two human beings, it can at least be trivialized ad nauseam in popular songs — what Keun calls the “stupid little melody that sticks in your head.”45 As Kracauer wrote of one young woman long before the onset of the Roberta Flack era, “It is not she who knows every hit song; rather, it is the hit songs that know her, that are emptying her out and killing her softly.”46 Just as Hinkemann had experienced his tragedy to the tunes of Lehár’s Merry Widow operetta, so Gigli goes through the entire novel that bears her name singing and humming various mindless popular hits. In her infatuation with and subjugation to popular culture, Gigli is precisely like Brecht’s and Toller’s characters and the secretaries analyzed by Kracauer.

A subcategory of sexual cynicism is the rejection, even the tabooization of pregnancy and motherhood, all conditions closely connected to family formation. The new woman with her flapper look is not a mother. She is flat-chested, with thin hips. Pregnancy and children are a disaster for her. It is Gigli’s pregnancy which brings on her crisis. Bertolt Brecht suggested that for the Weimar bourgeoisie pregnancy was a “sexually transmitted disease,” and Siegfried Kracauer wrote that although they are entirely conventional in most ways and want to “catch” a man, Weimar girls “do not want to have any children.”47 In Erich Kästner’s novel Fabian, the title character suggests that “our country is not currently focused on seeing to it that new generations emerge.”48 The literature of the Weimar Republic is a reflection of a society in which abortion had become a major legal and moral issue. In the debates that went on then, we can see the crystallization of front lines and conflicts that continue to this day in both Germany and the United States.

While it is Gigli herself who recognizes the economic impossibility of love and turns her back on it, the character Berta in Marieluise Fleisser’s play Pioneers in Ingolstadt would like love but is refused it. Her lover Korl, whom Fleisser based in part on Bertolt Brecht himself, tells her after sleeping with her that love is impossible:

Berta: Was that all?
Korl: Why do you ask? Was something missing?
Berta: We left out the most important thing. We left out love.
Korl: There doesn’t have to be any love...

... Berta: But I can’t live like that.
Korl: You’re going to have to.49

One of the many reasons for Marlene Dietrich’s phenomenal and enduring success as a popular singer and movie star is that she became the symbol of the non-effeminate, non-romantic female. In her movies and songs, she had discarded the ideology of love and had become as cold, hard, and cynical as any man. When Professor Rath proposes marriage to her in The Blue Angel, she laughs at him just as delightedly, if not as derisively, as Dulcinea had laughed at Don Quixote. And in the song “Where is the Man?” (“Wo ist der Mann?”) she turns the tables on male sexual cynics like Brecht and Marinetti and accuses men of being hopeless, naive romantics who mistake sex for love. A 1920s incarnation of Frank Wedekind’s Lulu, Dietrich became the female sexual cynic men both desired and feared. Her enlightened false consciousness posed an existential sexual threat but also an irresistible challenge. Her message and the message of Neue Sachlichkeit in general seemed to be that enlightened, modern human beings would have to resign themselves to lives without love. Like God, Santa Claus, and ideologies of a better world, love was a fairy tale that one outgrew as an adult.

Yet the popular songs, the incessant harping on love, and the marketing of love as a commodity point to the survival of love as ideology even in a modern, enlightened world. What seems lost in the higher culture finds refuge in the growing mass culture. Tristan and Isolde may have left the opera stage, but they can now become an operetta or a musical, where instead of the Liebestod the audience can eat its love and have it too in a “happily ever after.” What is lost in lived experience and in high culture becomes the stuff of the new mythology of

43 Keun, 5, 171.
44 Siegfried Kracauer, Die Angestellten (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1971).
45 Keun, 171.
46 Kracauer, 68.
47 Kracauer, 69. Kracauer uses the word “Mädchen” or “girls.”
48 Kästner, 75.
popular culture. If the cultural sophisticates have turned their backs on love, the Bertas and the Hinkemanns nevertheless know that something is missing, and they cannot resign themselves to sophisticated sexual cynicism. Their unfulfilled longing is profitable, and cynics know how to use it. To sell toothpaste, chocolate, flowers, greeting cards, stationery, even — and especially — political parties. Everyone misses family values. As Berta’s cynical lover asks her, “Would you prefer it if I were to lie to you?” Berta answers, “Yes, lie to me, that’s easier to take.”

The ultimate triumph of sexual cynicism, then, is not so much the sophisticated rejection of love by Weimar high- and middle-brow culture; rather, it is the seeming triumph of love and family values in the culture of Nazi Germany. The ultimate cynic is the cynic who knows that people do not want to be enlightened and do not want to be cynical and so takes upon himself the burden of lying so that the people will be happily willing and grateful to suspend their disbelief. The ultimate cynic cynically attacks cynicism itself and, while continuing the economic destruction of love and the family, nevertheless holds up the lost ideal for nostalgic longing while identifying scapegoats to blame for the ideal’s loss. Sexual cynicism celebrates its ultimate triumph not in the brutal and painful pictures of George Grosz, but rather in the peaceful and triumphant wholeness of Nazi art, which, while creating in reality the destruction and dismemberment shown in the nightmare images of what the Nazis called “degenerate art,” presents in its art a facade of Hellenic calmness and classical beauty to the outside world. Next to Arnold Brecker, George Grosz is naive. Next to Joseph Thorak, John Heartfield is a mere amateur at cynicism. In Nazi art, family values and patriotic values celebrate their witches’ Sabbath. And in Nazi cynicism a kitschy nationalism that masquerades as love for Germany can triumph even as Germany itself is being destroyed.

---

Laurence Rickels

The Demonization of the Home Front: War Neurosis and Weimar Cinema

There is a legacy of Goethe’s Faust that suffuses and distends through high and pop literature, aesthetics, psychology, you name it. Between two bookends of this effect, between Marx and Freud, a conveyor belt of quotation advances the specter of a failed paternal economy1 which in Das Kapital is rereleased as “paper money ghosts” and at the Freudian end sinks its vampiric quotation fangs into the corner of every scene of the superego’s introduction. Certainly by the time of Valéry’s and Thomas Mann’s retakes of Goethe’s Faust the delegation of direct connections between political projections and their internal or eternal preprogram had gone into overkill. But at an earlier point of entry the Faust effect takes us all the way into the secret history of Freud’s second system or, as one might also address it, greater psychoanalysis.2 Picking up where

---

1 In Faust problems of paternal transmission stem from Goethe’s generalized concern with a legacy. Both Mephistopheles and Faust serve as sons who must develop an economy of compensation for powerful father figures. The economy that could be said to originate with Mephistopheles is set off as a bet or a gamble with God. Faust’s own economy seems to name as its source his father’s criminal default, which is to say that he has in a sense received notice of payment for his father’s breaches as doctor. It is in relation to these strict economies which the fathers exact that both figures turn toward the gift of the feminine in an attempt to suspend the contractual strictures put on them. The different currencies allegorized by the feminine-maternal and paternal fail to achieve a dialectical resolution but have to be transferred to the account of what Goethe calls the earth. The invention of paper money in Faust II, its relationship to the state and to the Kaiser, spectacularly seals the failures of the paternal economies that circulate in the drama. As in Poetry and Truth, where the paternally allied figures are always shown to be meticulous accountants, Faust dramatizes the filial desire to surpass (or bypass) the bequeathed economy. Even Werther’s sufferings begin, one could say, when the hero is sent out to balance his deceased father’s accounts. In this sense (and there are many other pertinent examples), Goethe’s work can be understood as an archeology of patriarchal funding systems. Once these axioms have been elaborated it should become possible to examine in a rigorous way why Marx privileges Faust in his critique of bourgeois economy or why Freud always cites Faust as the model or ingredient of superegoical influence.

2 By “second system” I refer to Freud’s reformulations of narcissism in such works as Beyond the Pleasure Principle, which, I would argue, commence precisely over the

---

50 Fleisser, Gesammelte Werke, 220. From the 1929 version.